SLEEP HYGIENE GUIDELINES

* **Develop regular sleep times.** Go to bed and get out of bed at about the same time, regardless of how tired you are.

*Avoid naps* as this will decrease your sleep requirement and make it more difficult and less likely that you will sleep a satisfying block of sleep at night.

* **Use your bed only for sleep and sex.** Insomnia is often the result of increased arousal preceding bedtime and while lying awake in bed. Many who have insomnia use the bed for reading, talking on the phone, watching T.V. and worrying. This results in the bed being associated with arousal (anxiety). Therefore, it is recommended that you read, talk on the phone and watch T.V. in another room. If you have friends who call late at night, tell them not to call after a specific hour or turn your phones off. Avoid anxiety arousal during the hour before bedtime (for instance, avoid arguments and challenging tasks).

* If you are lying awake at night for more than 15 minutes (either getting to sleep or falling back to sleep), get up and go in the other room. Do not go back to bed until you feel sleepy. The reason for this admittedly difficult to follow directive is because the arousal associated with the frustration and anxiety of rolling and tossing gets conditioned to the bed/bedroom creating continued sleep disturbance.

* **Reduce or eliminate liquid intake several hours before bedtime.** Sleep is often disturbed by urinary urgency and frequency.

* **Avoid alcoholic beverages several hours before bedtime.** Not only does alcohol increase urinary urgency and frequency but it has a negative impact on sleep architecture. Many people use alcohol to fall asleep but it creates problems with sleep maintenance where the probability of sleep disruption (maintenance insomnia) is greatly increased.

* **Do not try to fall asleep as this will only increase your frustration and anxiety.** Paradoxically, a very effective way of increasing sleep is to practice giving up trying to fall asleep. You can say to yourself, “I’ll give up trying to get to sleep and just concentrate on the relaxing feelings in my body.”

* **Write down your negative automatic thoughts and challenge them.** Typical automatic thoughts are “I’ll never get to sleep,” “If I don’t get enough sleep, I won’t be able to function,” “I need to get to sleep immediately,” and “I’ll get sick from not getting enough sleep.” The most likely consequence of not getting enough sleep is that you will feel tired and irritable. Although these are uncomfortable inconveniences, they are not catastrophic.

* **Regular exercise** will increase the need for sleep and improve the quality of sleep. **Note:** It is generally recommended not exercising within a few hours of scheduled bedtime as exercise can produce a temporary stimulation and delay sleep onset.

* **Avoid caffeinated beverages and smoking.** Caffeine has a long half life of approximately 12 hours so it is recommended that no caffeinated beverages be consumed 12 hours prior to your scheduled sleep time. Smoking and nicotine is a stimulant and should be avoided for a variety of health reasons. If you are smoking it is recommended to not smoke two hours before bedtime.